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Areas of Use:

*concrete

*brick

*sidewalks

*steps

*walkways

Appearance and odor........................ Clear to amber color liquid; no odor.

Specific Gravity.................................. 1.332 - 1.335

% Volatile by weight........................... >80%

NFPA Fire Rating............................... Non Flammable
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*decks

*driveways

*parking lots

*ramps

NO STICK is an environmentally responsible

solution to help fight winter storms before they

arrive.  When applied to sidewalks, steps,

ramps and traffic areas before a storm, it will

prevent the bonding of snow and ice to the sur-

face. This means a fast and effective clean-up

after the storm. NO STICK is also excellent at

melting thin layers of ice and snow left behind

by snow blowers and plows.  It eliminates the

unsightly residue that granular products leave

behind.  It is tested and proven to be effective to

-25°F. This formula is ready to use - DO NOT

MIX WITH WATER.

Directions: Pretreating: Using a pump sprayer

or other means, apply NO STICK making sure

to spray area until wet. Avoid excess run off.

Application rates will vary based on sprayer,

nozzle and actual weather conditions. Apply 1-

2 hours prior to snowfall.  It will provide residual

activity for up to 48 hours before a storm

arrives.  Do not apply when the surface temper-

ature is below -25°F.  One gallon will cover

approximately 900-1,000 sq. ft.  Post Storm:
Shovel first and then apply product to melt any

thick layers of ice and snow using a pump up

sprayer or other means.  In conditions that have

more than 2 inches of snow, liquid de-icers are

ineffective.  Do not apply when the surface tem-

perature is below -25°F.  One gallon will cover

approximately 800-900 sq. ft.


